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Solving for preliminary high thrust spacecraft trajectories can be accomplished by simple
patched-conic methods. High thrust spacecraft propulsion is limited in Isp to 450 sec
for chemical propulsion, and 850 sec for nuclear-thermal propulsion. Electric propulsion
thrusters allow much higher Isps (1500-4000 sec), and have enabled high ∆v interplanetary
missions (10+ kps), as well as interplanetary missions requiring large payload fractions.
However, electric propulsion thrusters, even future schemes with very high powers, produce
low thrust relative to the powerplant or spacecraft mass, and so traditional patched-conic
methods won’t produce realistic trajectories or windows for vehicles using them. This work
explores the design and optimization of low thrust trajectories and compares them to high
thrust trajectories for a simple mission.

I.

Introduction

Spacecraft accelerate by use of the rocket principle. There are limited exceptions to this, such as solar
sails, or electrodynamic tethers, but most space vehicles in most applicable situations maneuver by expelling
propellant at a large velocity. How large the exhaust velocity of the propellant jet is determines how efficiently
a spacecraft can maneuver. This relationship is expressed in Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation in the Background
section.
Spacecraft rocket propulsion can be broadly divided into classes based on where the energy to accelerate
propellant comes from, and subclasses in how the propellant is accelerated. These categories are described
in greater detail in the next section. Propulsion systems tend to be either high or low thrust. For high thrust
propulsion systems, acceleration takes place over a very short portion of the flight, and the majority of the
trajectory is spent under the influence of gravity only. Patched-conic methods, which assume the spacecraft
accelerates abruptly between two-body conic section orbits, then coasts along those orbits, can be used to
design missions for high thrust vehicles.
Low thrust vehicles must accelerate for large portions of the flight-path. Simple two-body patched conic
methods cannot be used to plan low-thrust trajectories. In order to design trajectories for low-thrust vehicles,
optimization methods must be used to find acceleration strategies that meet the boundary conditions of the
trajectory (departure and arrival position and velocity), and minimize the total cost of the acceleration (mass
expended, or integrated power).

II.
II.A.

Background

Rocket Propulsion Overview

Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation, eq-1, relates the amount of mass that must be expended by a spacecraft in a
gravity free or impulsive maneuver to make a certain change in velocity, or ∆v. ∆v is the total change in
velocity of the maneuver. m0 is the initial mass. mf is the final mass. ve is the speed of the propellant jet,
equal to Earth’s surface gravity times specific impulse, or Isp in sec. In other situations, ∆v, rather than
being the true change in velocity, can be found to be the integrated thrust/mass (acceleration due to the
propellant jet) of the maneuvering spacecraft.
mf /m0 = exp(−∆v/ve ) = exp(−∆v/Isp ∗ g0 )
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Many different types of propulsion using the rocket principle have been developed over centuries. For
spacecraft, rocket propulsion can be broadly divided into classes based on where the energy to accelerate the
propellant comes from. Chemical rockets are powered by chemically reacting the propellant. The specific
energy of the chemical reaction limits the specific energy of the propellant jet, and hence the Isp attainable
by these rockets. The propellant choice, within very narrow limits, defines the Isp, which is seldom higher
than 450 sec in vacuum. Nuclear thermal rockets are a promising technology for massive interplanetary
vehicles. These rockets use a nuclear reactor to heat a low molecular mass (usually hydrogen) propellant,
and can achieve higher Isps than chemical propulsion. For nuclear propulsion, the limiting factor is the
reactor temperatures. Historical tests of nuclear thermal rockets have achieved Isps of 850 sec.1 These
Isp limitations mean that for interplanetary missions, where ∆vs of 10s of km/sec are not unusual, large
propellant mass fractions, or staging, are required for the spacecraft.
II.B.

Overview of EP Engines and Missions

Electric propulsion systems differ from chemical rockets in that an external electric power source is used to
accelerate a propellant. Acceleration is usually achieved by ionizing the propellant and manipulating it via
electric and magnetic fields. The external nature of the power source means that any amount of specific
energy desired can be added to the propellant, enabling much higher Isps to be obtained. Ion drives can
operate in the range of 2500 to 4000 sec Isp. Hall effect thrusters have historically operated between 1500
and 2000 sec.2 For a fixed power limit, there is a tradeoff between thrust and Isp. Current electric propulsion
devices have been designed for missions with only a few kW of power, so thrusts tend to be low. Thrusts on
the order of 100 - 300 mN for ion drives, and 80-300 mN for Hall thrusters are typical3456 .7
Future missions carrying people or cargo may use higher power propulsion schemes, such as magnetoplasmadynamic rockets (MPDs) or designs such as VASIMR (which uses a magnetic nozzle to confine plasma
which is heated by an RF antenna). For VASIMR, 200 kW thruster powers have been achieved in the lab,
for Isps of 3500 sec, at efficiencies of 54%.8
Table 1 shows examples of EP thrusters and their capabilities. Table 2 shows missions beyond Earth
which have used EP thrusters as their primary propulsion system.
Table 1. Examples of Electric Propulsion Thrusters and Performance

Engine
NSTAR
NEXT
PPS-1350G
BPT-4000
SPT-100
VASIMR

Engine Type
Ion Drive
Ion Drive
Hall Thruster
Hall Thruster
Hall Thruster
Helicon/Magnetic Nozzle

Power (kW)
2.52
6.9
1.2
3-4.5
1.35
200

Thrust (mN)
92
236
70-90
170-291
85
∼1500

Isp (sec)
3120 to 1700
4190
1700
1600-2020
1600
3500+

Exo-Earth Missions
Deep Space 1, Dawn

Launch Date
1998
2003
2003
2007

Engine
NSTAR
4x Xenon Ion Engines
PPS-1350G
NSTAR

SMART-1

Target
Comet Borrelly
Asteroid Itokawa Sample Return
Moon
Ceres and 4 Vesta

Even future high power electric propulsion missions will have low thrusts relative to the mass of the spacecraft. To design trajectories for these vehicles, trajectory optimization routines to solve for the acceleration
histories will be necessary.
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3
4

Table 2. List of EP using Exo-Earth Missions

Misson
Deep Space 1
Hayabusa
SMART-1
Dawn

Source

5
6
7
8

II.C.

Overview of Trajectory Optimization

A general overview to the problem of trajectory optimization is given by Bett’s 1998 survey paper.9 The
general trajectory optimization problem can be thought of as follows: Given a trajectory ~y (t), subject to
a certain dynamic law, find a control input history ~u(t), for which the trajectory meets certain problem
constraints, and for which it minimizes an objective functional J[~x(t), ~u(t)].
Betts begins his discussion of optimizing a trajectory by providing equations for the objective functional
J, Φ, which is a cost function dependent only on the final state, and Ψ which is a boundary condition
constraint on the final state. Betts only considers objective functionals dependent on the final state in the
derivation of his control equations, though the methods to solve these problems, such as direct shooting, can
be generalized to any functional.
J = Φ(~y (tf ), tf )
~ẏ = f~(~y (t), ~u(t), t)
Ψ[~y (tf ), ~u(tf ), tf ] = 0

(2)

In order to meet the boundary constraints, Lagranges method of undetermined multipliers is used to
ˆ The augmented functional for the case of continuously indexed paconstruct an augmented functional J.
rameters (the functions ~y (t) and ~u(t)) is very similar to the augmented objective function F̂ in the case of a
set of discrete parameters. ~ν are a set of discrete lagrange multipliers associated with the boundary condition
Ψ. ~λ(t) are a set of continuous multiplier functions that constrain the trajectory to follow the dynamic laws
of motion.
Z tf
Jˆ = [Φ + ν T Ψ]tf +
λT (t)[f (y(t), u(t)) − ẏ]
(3)
t0

λT (t)[f (y(t), u(t)) − ẏ] is called the optimal control Hamiltonian H. Minimizing the augmented objective
functional yields a set of Euler-Lagrange equations, which govern the evolution of the state and lagrange
multipliers.
Methods for the solution of the trajectory optimization problem can be divided into two categories:
Direct methods, and indirect methods. Direct methods optimize trajectories by operating on ~u(t) or some
parameterization thereof. Indirect methods optimize trajectories by operating on ~λ(t), and solving for the
control variables indirectly.
One direct method algorithm for trajectory optimization, direct shooting, has been widely used in trajectory problems. The algorithm for direct shooting can be stated briefly as follows:
J = J[y(t), u(t; pi )]
~u(t) = ~u(t; p1 , p2 , ..pi )
gi (~y (tc )) = 0
~ẏ = f~(~y (t), ~u(t), t)

(4)

Given an objective function, a finite parameterization governing the form of the control function ~u, a set
of equality constraints gi , and a dynamic law governing the state of the trajectory, given ~u, do the following:
Choose some initial parameterization {pi };
while While Jˆ is not converged do
ˆ i , λi );
Perform Newton’s Method on J(p
Inner Loop:;
ˆ i , λi ), decode what the parameters mean for ~u(t);
For each call to J(p
Integrate the trajectory ~ẏ = f~(~y (t), ~u(t; pi ), t) from t0 to tf ;
Calculate the objective function J;
Calculate the value of the constraint functions;
gj (~y (tc ));
Update search direction based on J(pi ) and gj (pi ).
end
Result: pi that satisfy gj and minimize J
Algorithm 1: Direct shooting method algorithm
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The direct shooting method has been widely used. Other methods mentioned, such as indirect shooting
(which involves optimizing the intial time lagrange multipliers as the problem variables), requires initial
guesses to be very close to the final trajectory to converge.9 Table 3 shows several trajectory optimization
programs, and the methods which they use to solve the constrained optimization problem: POST is a
Martin Marietta program used for the Titan launch vehicle trajectories. Variants of SEPTOP were used
in the planning of the Deep Space 1 trajectory. MALTO is a more modern tool capable of handling more
complicated trajectories. MALTO works by dividing the trajectory into segments, fixing the time for each
node of the segment, and optimizing impulsive approximations for thrust for each segment, using a two-body
Earth-sun approximation.
Table 3. List of optimization programs and the methods they use.

Program
VARITOP
SEPTOP
MALTO
POST
GTS

Full Name
Variational Calculus Trajectory Optimization Program
Solar Electric Propulsion Trajectory Optimization Program
Mission Analysis Low-Thrust Optimization
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories
Generalized Trajectory Simulation

Method
Indirect Method
Indirect Method
Multiple Shooting
Direct Shooting
Direct Shooting

Source
10
11
9
9

In the case of a spacecraft
R trajectory optimization problem, the functional to minimize is either the
total ∆v of the spacecraft ( |u(t)|/mdt), hence theR mass that must be expended to maneuver, or some
function thereof, such as the integrated jet power |~u(t)|2 dt which minimizes mass in variable specific
impulse situations. To compare the results of a low-thrust optimization to the high-thrust Gauss problem,
the constraints will be that the spacecraft must end up at the destination (target planet or object) ~y (tf ) = r~f ,
at the specified time, with the same velocity as the target planet ~y˙ (tf ) = v~f . The dynamics are acceleration
due to gravity, the acceleration due to thrust ~u(t)/m(t), and the loss of mass ṁ = −|u(t)|/Isp/g0 .

III.

Approach

A solar system model was constructed, and routines from Fundamentals of Astrodynamics were used to
solve for high-thrust two-impulse interplanetary trajectories. A direct shooting algorithm was implemented
in Matlab. This shooting method (and the model of the solar system) was validated by reproducing a
comparable trajectory to that used by the Dawn mission in it’s Ceres-Vesta transfer. The solver was used
to study low-thrust trajectories, and compare properties of these trajectories to the impulsive maneuvers for
Earth-Mars transfers.
III.A.

Two-Body Hierarchal Solar System Model

Several routines from Bate, Mueller, White’s Fundamentals of Astrodynamics were organized and used to
construct a model of the solar system.12 This model uses unperturbed two-body orbit dynamics to model
the bodies of the solar system in a tree-format. Child objects (moons and spacecraft) orbit parent objects
(planets, and ultimately the Sun, which is treated as fixed) within the sphere of influence of the parent.
Spheres of influence are calculated according to the method given in Prussig and Conway, chapter 9.13
rSOI = (

mp 2/5
) rsp
ms

(5)

Keplerian orbit elements for the planets and moons were taken from JPL’s Solar System Dynamics
Group’s website14 .15 These elements were given, in the case of the planets, in terms of ecliptic Keplerian
elements, and evolution rates of the elements in degrees/century, or rate/century. These elements are strictly
valid until 2050 AD, but the rate of evolution is so slow, and the adjustments so small, that for mission
trade-study purposes this accuracy won’t be necessary. The moon orbit elements and element rates are given
in either ecliptic or equatorial coordinates, depending on the object.
Routines for the following tasks have been produced:
1. Julian day to calendar date conversion
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2. Orbit elements to position and velocity calculation
3. Universal time of flight problem
4. Gauss problem with p-iteration solver
5. Mean, eccentric, hyperbolic, and true anomaly conversion
6. Solar System state at epoch calculator
7. Porkchop plot generation for high thrust inter-object trajectories
Figure 1 shows a plot of the solar system, for the date 3 Sep 2022, showing a calculated high thrust, low
∆v trajectory from Earth to Mars. The positive x-axis through the sun shows the direction of the Vernal
equinox. Positions are plotted in the ecliptic plane from ecliptic north.

Figure 1. Solar System, 3 Sep 2022 with Earth-Mars Trajectory

III.B.

The Direct Shooting Method Solver

A direct shooting method solver has been developed for the optimization of low-thrust trajectories. This
solver, in the inner loop, propagates a spacecraft trajectory given the initial position r0 and velocity v0 , an
initial thrust arc shutoff time tt0 , a final adjustment thrust arc start time ttf , and lists of azimuths and
elevations for pointing the thrust vector. This list {tt0 , ttf , az1, el1, az2, el2, ...} constitute the parameters
of optimization pi .
The pointing of the spacecraft’s thrusters is interpolated using linear mixing of the resulting control-point
vectors, and normalization.
For the outer loop of the direct shooting method: The optimization parameters (the thrusting times
and pointing directions), must be adjusted until the trajectory meets the constraint of matching the target
objects position and velocity rtraj (tf ) = rf , vtraj (tf ) = vf . In addition, the solver must choose parameters
that minimize the propellant and energy costs of the maneuver.
Because of the way the trajectory is parameterized (the engine is either full on or full off), minimizing
either the total maneuver ∆v, or the integrated specific thrust power will yield the same minimum. In a
variable thruster specific impulse, or a variable mass-flow situation, the choice of either ∆v or energy will
have an impact on the eventual solution.
Several variants of a method to solve this problem were tried. One method to handle the constraints is
the use of Newton’s method to solve a constrained optimization problem, as shown in the previous section.
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The method eventually chosen was to use a positive definite augmented objective function, and to search
for a minimum using a Conjugate Gradient search. The augmented objective function has a penalty function imposed for failing to meet final position and velocity constraints. The form of this penalty function
(quadratic in scaled position and velocity error) causes the search to favor solutions that meet the final
constraints.
For this method, the augmented objective functional is the following. kc1 and kc2 are penalty multipliers
chosen so that not satisfying the final position and velocity is heavily penalized (large, but not so large that
the solver does not converge):
J=

R tf
t0

|u|(t)dtJˆ =

R tf
t0

|u|(t)dt + kc1 ∗ (|r~f − ~y (tf )|2 ) + kc2 ∗ (|v~f − ~y˙ (tf )|2 )

(6)

The updated algorithm is roughly the same, without the Lagrange multipliers:
Choose some initial parameterization {pi };
while While Jˆ is not converged do
ˆ i );
Perform CG linesearch to minimize J(p
Inner Loop:;
ˆ i ), decode what the parameters mean for ~u(t);
For each call to J(p
Integrate the trajectory ~ẏ = f~(~y (t), ~u(t; pi ), t) from t0 to tf ;
ˆ
Calculate the objective function J;
Update search direction based on J(pi )
end
Result: pi that satisfy gj and minimize J
Algorithm 2: Updated algorithm
The advantage of the Conjugate Gradient search is that it is much faster than Newton’s method. CG only
has to compute a full gradient of the objective function once per iteration, and does not need to compute
a Hessian. For expensive objective function evaluations (the inner loop of the shooting method requires
integrating a full trajectory at each variation of the objective function) this leads to much faster iteration.
CG is also stable, provided the objective function is positive definite, or has strict minima in the region being
searched.
This method is also important, in that inequality constraints can be handled in the same way as the
equality constraints: By imposing a variably scaled addition to the cost function.
Given an inequality constraint:
(7)
g(~x) > 0
You can construct a positive definite L2 continuous function which applies a penalty only when the
solution wanders into it’s zone of exclusion. This can be added to the objective function.
C(~x) = max(0, g(~x))2
III.C.

(8)

Validation: Comparison of Solver Solution with Dawn Trajectory Arc

In order to validate that the direct shooting method solver is producing reasonable solutions, the output
is compared to a trajectory from an EP enabled interplanetary mission. The Vesta-Ceres interplanetary
transfer trajectory given in Brophy16 is compared with the output of the shooting method solver for a
similar physical situation.
The Dawn spacecraft has an initial (wet) mass of 1240 kg. Of that, 450 kg are the Xenon fuel for the
ion engines. Dawn has three gimbaled NEXT ion thrusters, each capable of producing 92 mN of thrust.
Presumably the maximum acceleration at the initial mass of which the spacecraft is capable is 0.22 mm/sec2 .
If only one engine is used, it is 0.073 mm/sec2 .
The trajectory depicted in Brophy16 shows thrusting for the majority of the transfer arc, indicating that
a lower thrust than the engine maximum is being output. Dawn leaves Vesta on May 2012, and arrives at
Ceres on August 2015.
Using 200 timesteps per shot, four control points for the initial and final maneuver thrust directions,
and a thrust corresponding to an initial acceleration capability of 0.073 mm/sec2 , a comparable trajectory
is obtained. The total ∆v is 2730 m/sec, and the total integrated specific thrust power is 0.2067 m2 /sec3 .
This trajectory meets position and velocity constraints to within 0.15% and 2.62% of Ceres’s orbital position
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and velocity. (For comparison, the initial guess trajectory, based on spreading out an impulsive maneuver
to finite thrust times, did not reach Ceres at all (90+% errors).)

Figure 2. a) Shooting method converged trajectory, b) Dawn trajectory, from Brophy16

The depicted thrust vectors are mostly out of the ecliptic plane. The majority of the ∆v generated by
this method is applied to changing the plane of Dawn’s orbit. This is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Thrust vector components out of ecliptic plane

The convergence of the shooting method is shown in Figure 4. The value for the objective function
relative to the last iteration (which is taken to be the minimum for this analysis) is plotted versus the CG
solver iteration.
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Figure 4. Relative convergence of objective function vs. CG solver iteration

This analysis demonstrates that reasonable trajectories result from the low thrust trajectory solver.
Similar behavior is seen in both the trajectory chosen by JPL, and the trajectory generated by the directshooting solver.

IV.

Results

A model of the solar system was constructed, and Gauss’s problem was solved for
IV.A.

High Thrust Earth-Mars Trajectories

For a fixed time of departure from Earth, and time of arrival at Mars, the Gauss problem (finding a two-body
solar orbit linking rEarth
~
at departure and rM~ars at arrival, yields only two solutions. These solutions, a
type I orbit with a change in true anomaly about the sun less than 180deg, and a type II orbit, with a
larger than 180deg true anomaly change, each have different ∆vs with respect to the initial and final orbital
velocities of Earth and Mars. The total ∆vs are functions of the departure and arrival time. By choosing
the lowest ∆v orbit, a plot of ∆v for arrival and departure times for the case of a two-impulse transfer can
be generated. This plot is called a ”Porkchop Plot”, and usually contains minima lobes every synodic period
of the two objects being traversed.
Using the Gauss problem solver and the model of the solar system, porkchop plots for the delta-V of
high-thrust impulsive maneuvers were calculated for departing Earth in summer 2022, and shown below in
Figure 5. Figure 1 shows a representative Earth-Mars trajectory during this timeframe.
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Figure 5. Porkchop plot for best conic-section Earth-Mars transfer ∆v, summer 2022

IV.B.

Low Thrust Earth-Mars Trajectory Comparison

For low thrust trajectories, using only 200 timesteps per trajectory integration and 3 control points each for
the thrust direction for the initial and final thrust arcs are used to navigate between Earth and Mars. By
appropriately scaling the penalty functions, solutions that meet the final position and velocity of Mars to
within 1% and 5% respectively can be found. One representative trajectory is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Representative low thrust Earth-Mars trajectory

For missions assuming a thrust capability providing 1 mm/sec2 of acceleration at initial mass, and 3000
sec Isp, a pareto front of trajectories were calculated for departing Earth on 1 Aug 2022, and arriving at
Mars at varying times over the course of the next 1.5 years. These are the blue circle solutions in the figures
below.
To verify that this pareto front was well converged, the number of control points per thrust arc was
increased to 4, and the timesteps were doubled (Blue and red diamonds). A similar pareto front was
calculated for an initial mass thrust yielding 0.5 mm/sec2 acceleration (Green diamonds). Trajectories that
arrived at the target planet with less than 1% position and 5% velocity error are shown. Gaps are where
convergence was not obtained.
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Figure 7. ∆vs for Earth-Mars flight beginning 1 Aug 2022: Comparison of two-impulse with low-thrust trajectories

Figure 7 shows a comparison of delta-Vs for each of these scenarios described above, and is compared to
the 1-Aug departure slice of the porkchop plot in Figure 5. The low-thrust trajectories are generally able
to converge to lower ∆v solutions than the two-impulse case, where the acceleration is entirely constrained
by the departure and arrival times. The greater degrees of freedom in thrusting time and duration allow
the solver to seek a better trajectory. Other optimization problems could be created for multiple-impulse
trajectories that would probably produce slightly lower ∆vs still, though there is a limit to how much it can
be minimized given the problem constraints and no other perturbations such as gravity assists.
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Figure 8. Comparison of final mass-ratios for different Isp scenarios

The mass fractions obtainable with the higher Isp EP engines are much higher than for chemical propulsion (450 sec case) and nuclear thermal rockets (850 sec case). For nuclear thermal rockets, 50% propellant
mass is about the best you can do with this launch date. For a round-trip, a nuclear-thermal rocket would
need more than 75% propellant mass fraction to be able to make the maneuvers. EP thrusters, assuming an
Isp in the 3000 sec range, can have more than 80% useful payload and structure!
Low thrust missions are not significantly less flexible than two-impulse missions in terms of their launch
windows either, provided you can accelerate at a high enough rate. For the 1 mm/sec2 case, solutions did
not begin converging until around 180 days travel time: If there is too little time to accelerate, the required
velocity changes cannot be made by low thrust engines. For the 0.5 mm/sec2 case, solutions did not begin
to converge until 250 days travel time. The minimum travel time is one important limit on the capability
of these thrusters.

V.

Conclusions

A low thrust trajectory optimizing routine was created to explore the possibilities for low-thrust, high-Isp
electric propulsion engines to make interplanetary maneuvers. Interplanetary flights are characterized by
high ∆v requirements, but flight times are long enough that low accelerations over long periods of time
can achieve interplanetary transfers with reasonable flexibility. High Isp is important, as mass fractions are
much higher for EP spacecraft, and ∆v s are not significantly higher for the low-thrust trajectories than for
two-impulse transfers. Low thrust trajectories for a 1 mm/sec2 and 0.5 mm/sec2 , 3000 sec Isp EP thruster,
were compared to two-impulse chemical and nuclear thermal rockets for one leg of an Earth-Mars mission,
and the low thrust trajectories converged for travel times in the range of the longer type-II two-impulse
trajectories. Electric propulsion is an important enabling technology for interplanetary spaceflight, and low
thrust optimization is an important capability to plan these missions.
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A.
A.A.

Scope Summary Appendix

Task 1: Assemble Solar System Model and Orbital Solvers

This task contributed to Section III A. and Section IV A.
This task was completed prior to the project update. Everything for the model worked as intended,
though for better accuracy, handling the Earth-Moon system as an system with the Earth-Moon barycenter
might be more accurate.
A.B.

Task 2: Learn about Low-Thrust Trajectory Optimization

This task contributed to Section II B. and allowed the design of III B.
This task was completed on time, prior to the project update.
A.C.

Task 3: Finish a Solver to Optimize Low-Thrust Trajectories

This task is the bulk of the work in Section III B.
This task was half-complete by the project update. I had detoured into trying different things with
respect to the optimization solver (I had written two versions of a constrained Newtons method solver,
a Conjugate Gradient descent solver, and a Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon (BFGS) Newton method
solver (iterative Hessisan approximation)). I had also written an alternative parameterization distinct from
direct shooting involving splines. Of these, I eventually chose the one that was most stable, and converged to
the best solutions, rather than getting hung up on high-delta-V solutions (positive definite objective, penalty
constrained, CG descent).
A.D.

Task 4: Reproduce a Low-Thrust Trajectory

The results of this task are shown in Section II C: The solver was validated against the Dawn mission
trajectory.
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This task was complete by 12 April. I had little trouble using all of the tools I had been developing to
throw together a Vesta-Ceres trajectory simulation. Playing around with the thrust, I obtained a trajectory
that looked a lot like the actual mission trajectory with no serious problems.
A.E.

Task 5: Optimize an Earth-Mars low-thrust trajectory

The results of this task are shown in Results IV B.
I managed to set up Earth-Mars trajectories. What I found during this task was that converging on a
higher thrust solution, before switching to a lower thrust, allowed the solver to converge more effectively
for low-thrust solutions. The ability of the solver to find a solution becomes more finicky at low thrust 0.5
mm/sec2 or so for Earth-Mars.
This task was complete by 13 April.
A.F.

Task 6: Compare High and Low-Thrust Trajectories for an Earth-Mars Mission

The results of this task are shown in Results IV B.
I didn’t think I would have time for this one, but I eventually did. It took 3 days of trajectory simulations,
carefully saved at the conclusion of each condition, to build a library of solved low thrust trajectories. The
low fidelity solutions (200 timesteps, 3 control points) solved much faster than the high fidelity solutions
(400 timesteps, 4 control points). One surprising aspect of these solutions was that the low thrust trajectory
ended up having a lower delta-V than the two-impulse trajectories. I want to doublecheck this against
multi-impulse trajectories for future work, as I thought that this wasn’t supposed to happen. Impulsive
trajectories are supposed to be able to converge to the minimum possible delta-V. (As far as I can tell, the
integration is converged, and counting the delta-V correctly.) Maybe multi-impulse trajectories can converge
to lower delta-V than two-impulse trajectories. Right now, I am guessing that this is due to a few factors:
1. The impulsive trajectories are constrained to be two-impulse (classical Gauss problem), 2. 1 mm/sec2
is high thrust enough that it wouldn’t diverge significantly from the N-impulse pareto-front. 3. The way
I’m parameterizing the thrust for the low thrust case (only two burns of variable length and pointing) is
probably responsible for the slow rise in delta-V towards the high time-of-flight conditions.

B.

An Alternative Parameterization for Low Thrust Optimization

An alternative parameterization for low thrust optimization (than the shooting method) can be made: If
the trajectory is treated as a segmented series of cubic-splines, then the positions of control points, distributed
in various ways in time between initial and final time, determine the shape of the trajectory. The acceleration
can be calculated at the midpoint and control points of each spline, and the acceleration not due to gravity
is the acceleration which must be supplied by the thruster.
R
The variable specific impulse objective function J = |u(t)|2 ∗dt can be minimized by using unconstrained
optimization methods, such as conjugate gradient descent.
Figure 9 shows a trajectory being optimized with this method. Convergence to *some* sort of solution is
guaranteed, as there is no way for a trajectory thus parameterized to not meet the final position and velocity
conditions, as in the shooting method. However, this solver converged slowly compared with the shooting
method, and the ∆vs of the final trajectories were not very low for reasonably coarse parameterizations.
Perhaps future work could refine the distribution of spline control points.
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Figure 9. An alternative solver for low-thrust trajectories
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